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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Perception of temporal patterns is fundamental to normal hearing, speech, motor control, and music. Sensitivities to certain patterns are seemingly unique to humans \[[@pone.0172454.ref001]--[@pone.0172454.ref003]\], such as our sensitivity to musical rhythm, in which we rapidly identify the "beat"--a perceived pulse that marks isochronous points in time \[[@pone.0172454.ref004], [@pone.0172454.ref005]\], that we move to, and against which the timing of other events is measured. The sense of a beat emerges during listening to nonisochronous temporal patterns that do not contain explicit accents \[[@pone.0172454.ref006]\] as well as "syncopated" patterns, where the "on-beat" locations do not necessarily coincide with sound onsets \[[@pone.0172454.ref007], [@pone.0172454.ref008]\]. Thus, the beat must (in at least some cases) be internally generated through a process termed induction \[[@pone.0172454.ref009], [@pone.0172454.ref010]\].

Behaviorally, beat perception abilities are often measured using production tasks, where individuals make a repetitive motor response (e.g., tapping a finger) in time with the perceived beat in rhythmic stimuli \[[@pone.0172454.ref011]--[@pone.0172454.ref016]\]. Perceptual measures of beat perception involve making judgments about, for example, whether a single event deviates from isochrony \[[@pone.0172454.ref013]\], whether the overall tempo of a sequence has changed \[[@pone.0172454.ref014], [@pone.0172454.ref017]\], or whether a metronome superimposed onto a piece of music is on or off the beat \[[@pone.0172454.ref012], [@pone.0172454.ref015]\]. Unfortunately, these tasks are not suitable to answer questions regarding the age at which beat perception emerges during development \[[@pone.0172454.ref018]\], the rate with which beat perception deteriorates with some disorders \[[@pone.0172454.ref019]\], or the specificity of beat perception to humans \[[@pone.0172454.ref020], [@pone.0172454.ref021]\]. This is because special populations like infants, some patients, and non-human animals might not be capable of understanding task instructions, or may lack other cognitive or memory skills required to perform standard beat production or perception tasks. In addition, the nature of the task may actually alter the beat percept that would have occurred in the absence of the task (e.g., tapping to the beat provides haptic and kinesthetic feedback that interacts with perception of the beat induced by the stimulus alone \[[@pone.0172454.ref022]\]). Thus, an important ongoing scientific endeavor is to identify a clear and easily measured *neural* marker of beat perception that is independent of task performance.

In this regard, one intuitive explanation for beat perception arises from studies of neural oscillations, entrainment, and resonance \[[@pone.0172454.ref009], [@pone.0172454.ref023]\]. Briefly, neural oscillations reflect fluctuations in local neuronal excitability, meaning that they influence the likelihood of neuronal firing in a periodic fashion \[[@pone.0172454.ref024]--[@pone.0172454.ref028]\]. In the presence of rhythmic sensory input, the phase \[[@pone.0172454.ref029]--[@pone.0172454.ref032]\] or amplitude envelope \[[@pone.0172454.ref033], [@pone.0172454.ref034]\] of neural oscillations can become synchronized with the stimulus rhythm through *entrainment*. In the case of entrainment of a nonlinear oscillator by a stimulus rhythm, oscillations can emerge at frequencies that are not present in the stimulation through a phenomenon called *resonance*. The emergence of subharmonic oscillations through resonance has been hypothesized to give rise to beat perception \[[@pone.0172454.ref009]\].

A recently proposed approach to studying beat perception in the context of neural entrainment and resonance (the "frequency-tagging" approach) has received an enthusiastic response from the scientific community \[[@pone.0172454.ref035]--[@pone.0172454.ref040]\], as it has notably has the potential to deliver a neural marker of beat perception. Generally, the approach involves estimating the amplitude of the "steady-state evoked potential" at the beat rate by inspecting the frequency-domain representations of brain signals measured using electroencephalography (EEG). Previous work using this approach has demonstrated that asking participants to *imagine* accents on every second or every third event (giving rise to perception of a duple or triple meter, respectively) leads to amplitude increases at frequencies corresponding to the imagined meter (half or one-third of the event rate, respectively) \[[@pone.0172454.ref041]\]. Moreover, moving one's body at half of the event rate (emphasizing a duple meter) leads to subsequent enhancements of the neural signal at that duple meter frequency during subsequent listening (without movement) \[[@pone.0172454.ref042]\].

The specific version of the frequency-tagging approach that is our focus here involves directly comparing frequency-domain representations of acoustic rhythms to frequency-domain representations of neural responses to those rhythms \[[@pone.0172454.ref043]--[@pone.0172454.ref045]\]. In this version of the approach, the amplitude envelopes of stimulus waveforms are obtained using the Hilbert transform. Then, the envelopes are submitted to a fast Fourier transform (FFT), which yields the frequency-domain representation of the rhythms' temporal structure (i.e., the stimulus amplitude spectrum). The EEG data recorded during listening to the rhythm are also submitted to a FFT, yielding the neural amplitude spectrum. (We note that the transformation from the time domain using the FFT yields both amplitude \[or power after squaring\] and phase spectra in the frequency domain. For the purposes of the current discussion, we are concerned only with the amplitude information, and refer to frequency-domain representations interchangeably with amplitude spectra.) Finally, the two amplitude spectra are directly compared. When the (z-scored \[[@pone.0172454.ref044]\] or percent difference \[[@pone.0172454.ref045]\]) magnitude of the neural response at a particular "beat-related" frequency exceeds the (z-scored or percent difference) magnitude of the peak at the same frequency in the stimulus spectrum, the frequency is identified as "enhanced" in the neural response. The enhanced peaks at beat-related frequencies are proposed to reflect entrainment of a nonlinear oscillator by a stimulus rhythm and to provide empirical support for neural resonance as a neural correlate of beat perception \[[@pone.0172454.ref009]\].

Neural oscillations and entrainment have also been proposed to play an important mechanistic role in speech perception \[[@pone.0172454.ref046]\]. The relation between the fidelity of neural entrainment to speech and perception of that speech is commonly assessed by quantifying the degree of match between the (envelope of the) speech signal and the pattern of neural oscillations in, for example, the theta frequency band (4--8 Hz; \[[@pone.0172454.ref047]\] but see \[[@pone.0172454.ref048]\] for a note of caution). Although many authors do not make strong assumptions about how strictly the input (speech envelope) should match the output (brain responses to speech; \[[@pone.0172454.ref049]\]), others optimize the correspondence in a stimulus driven way \[[@pone.0172454.ref050], [@pone.0172454.ref051]\] or explicitly model transformations of the input based on knowledge of the peripheral \[[@pone.0172454.ref052]\] or central \[[@pone.0172454.ref053], [@pone.0172454.ref054]\] auditory system. In contrast to studies of speech-envelope tracking that are either agnostic to the nature of input--output transformation, or explicitly model the expected transformations performed by the auditory system, the version of the "frequency-tagging" approach to studying beat perception with which we are concerned \[[@pone.0172454.ref036], [@pone.0172454.ref044], [@pone.0172454.ref045]\] implicitly assumes that the brain signal (output) faithfully represents the stimulus envelope (input) and interprets deviations from this assumption as evidence of nonlinear resonance.

Here, however, we suggest that the presence of neural resonance cannot be inferred from comparing neural amplitude spectra to stimulus amplitude spectra (note that this argument is restricted to the implementation of the methodology--we are in no way questioning the validity of neural resonance theory, only the use of this specific version of the frequency-tagging approach to support the theory). The reason is that many alterations can be made to the stimulus envelope that will substantially alter the stimulus spectrum (e.g., alterations to tone duration, or onset/offset ramp duration). However, these alterations do *not* affect onset structure (i.e., the relative timings of event onsets) and thus are unlikely to affect beat perception. Thus, the nature of the relationship between the stimulus spectrum and perception is unclear.

The current paper demonstrates that direct frequency-domain comparisons of stimulus envelopes and brain signals in the context of beat perception are invalid in two ways. First, we analyzed previous rhythms that have been used to investigate the presence of neural resonance at beat-related frequencies during rhythm listening \[[@pone.0172454.ref044]\]. We systematically varied acoustic properties of the rhythms (tone duration and onset/offset ramp duration) to demonstrate that the relative amplitudes at beat-related frequencies in the stimulus spectra are highly sensitive to changes in the stimulus envelope. Second, we report behavioral data from two studies in which listeners rated the perceived beat salience of rhythms a) whose stimulus spectra varied despite no changes in the strength of the perceived beat, and b) whose stimulus spectra were identical despite differences in perceived beat strength. In sum, these experiments demonstrate that stimulus spectra and beat perception are dissociable, which we argue renders direct comparisons the EEG signal to the stimulus in the frequency domain is unlikely to be revealing with respect to the neural correlates of beat perception.

Experiment 1 {#sec002}
============

Methods {#sec003}
-------

In order to demonstrate the effects of varying acoustic properties of rhythms on stimulus spectra, we analyzed five rhythms (referred to as Patterns 1--5), originally taken from \[[@pone.0172454.ref006]\] and also studied in \[[@pone.0172454.ref044]\]. Each pattern was generated using Matlab software (R2014b, Mathworks) at a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz from 990-Hz sine tones (as described in \[[@pone.0172454.ref044]\]). The base rate of the patterns was 5 Hz, meaning that all inter-onset intervals between tones were integer multiples of 200 ms. We parametrically varied tone duration and onset/offset ramp duration to assess how subtle changes in the time-domain representation of the stimulus alter its frequency-domain representation. Rhythms were composed of tones taking on one of the following durations: 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, and 200 ms, and one of the following onset/offset ramp durations 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 ms. For each tone duration, we only tested onset/offset ramp durations that were less than or equal to half of the tone duration. Examples of the acoustic manipulations are shown in [Fig 1](#pone.0172454.g001){ref-type="fig"} for one of the rhythms. All five original stimulus patterns can be seen in [Fig 2](#pone.0172454.g002){ref-type="fig"}.

![Examples of the acoustic manipulations applied to one representative rhythm analyzed in Experiment 1.\
The onset structure of the original rhythm (left column) was preserved. Tone duration (middle column) and onset/offset ramp duration (right column) were parametrically varied. After obtaining the amplitude envelopes (middle row) of the stimulus waveforms (top row) via a Hilbert transform, the envelopes were transformed to the stimulus spectra in the frequency domain using a FFT (bottom row). Arrows mark the beat-related frequencies 0.416 Hz (1:12), 1.25 Hz (1:4), 2.5 Hz (1:2), and 5 Hz (1:1).](pone.0172454.g001){#pone.0172454.g001}

![For each of the 5 stimulus patterns used in \[[@pone.0172454.ref044]\] (**A**), frequency-domain amplitudes at beat-related frequencies varied as a function of **B)** tone duration (onset/offset ramp duration was fixed at 10 ms) and **C)** onset/offset ramp duration (tone duration was fixed at 200 ms), but the functions were different for each frequency and each rhythm. See Supporting Information [S1 Fig](#pone.0172454.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for all tested combinations of tone duration and onset/offset ramp duration for all stimulus patterns.](pone.0172454.g002){#pone.0172454.g002}

Each rhythm was looped in a repeating fashion so that the total stimulus duration was 33.6 s for Patterns 1, 3, and 4 and 35.2 s for Pattern 2 and 5. Given the assumption of cyclic data inbuilt into the FFT \[[@pone.0172454.ref055]\], we opted for durations that allowed an integer number of rhythm presentations. We obtained the amplitude envelopes for each rhythm as the modulus of the complex output of the Hilbert transform (Matlab function *hilbert*; [Fig 1](#pone.0172454.g001){ref-type="fig"}, middle row; we did not make use of the implementation of the Hilbert transform featured in the MIR toolbox as in \[[@pone.0172454.ref044]\] for reasons we will discuss below). Then, each amplitude envelope was submitted to a FFT and the stimulus spectrum was calculated as the modulus of the complex FFT output ([Fig 1](#pone.0172454.g001){ref-type="fig"}, third row).

For each rhythm, we evaluated how frequency-domain amplitudes at "beat- and meter-related frequencies" (as defined in \[[@pone.0172454.ref044]\]) changed with tone duration and onset/offset ramp duration. For Patterns 1, 3, and 4, we examined amplitudes at 0.416 Hz (1:12 relation to 5-Hz base rate), 1.25 Hz (1:4), 2.5 Hz (1:2) and 5 Hz (1:1, base rate). Musically, these are duple patterns. Thus, if 5 Hz is considered the 'eighth-note' duration, 2.5 Hz corresponds to a quarter-note duration, 1.25 Hz corresponds to a half-note duration, and .416 Hz corresponds to a whole-note duration. For Patterns 2 and 5, we examined amplitudes at 0.312 Hz (1:16), 0.625 Hz (1:8), 1.25 Hz (1:4), 2.5 Hz (1:2), and 5 Hz (1:1). Musically, these are triple patterns. Thus, if 5 Hz is considered the 'eighth-note' duration, 2.5 Hz corresponds to a quarter-note duration, 1.25 Hz corresponds to a half-note duration, 0.625 Hz corresponds to a dotted-half-note duration (one triple measure), and 0.312 Hz corresponds to two dotted-half-note durations (two triple measures).

We also wanted to assess the consequences of using the MIR Toolbox implementation of the Hilbert transform which was used in by \[[@pone.0172454.ref044]\] versus the Matlab *hilbert* function to obtain the amplitude envelope of the stimulus. Of note, the MIR Toolbox documentation cautions against making use of their built-in Hilbert implementation. Upon inspection, the MIR Toolbox applies a time-domain filter that yields smoothed stimulus envelopes ([Fig 3](#pone.0172454.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, the nature of the filtering (an infinite-impulse response, IIR, filter with a low-pass cutoff of 50 Hz) is not based on assumptions about the operations performed by the peripheral or central auditory system. Since the envelopes coming from the Matlab *hilbert* function and the MIR-implemented Hilbert transform are different, their amplitude spectra are different. Thus, the smoothing produces frequency-domain representations of stimulus envelope that are not in agreement with the standard Hilbert implementation. To assess the degree to which these differences may alter the results reported in \[[@pone.0172454.ref044]\], we calculated the stimulus amplitude spectra for each rhythm using two processing pipelines: one with the MIR-implemented Hilbert transform and the other with the Matlab *hilbert* function. Then, for each rhythm, we estimated the mean and standard error of the neural responses from [Fig 4](#pone.0172454.g004){ref-type="fig"} in \[[@pone.0172454.ref044]\]. Using these descriptive statistics, we calculated a t-value for the direct stimulus--brain comparison for all beat- and non-beat-related frequencies. Based on the critical t-value used in \[[@pone.0172454.ref044]\] (i.e., t~crit~ = 1.3968), we determined whether each stimulus--brain comparison reached statistical significance. We then quantified the number of times the two preprocessing pipelines led to conflicting conclusions.

![Comparison of envelopes (top) and stimulus spectra (bottom) obtained by using Matlab's *Hilbert* function (left) or the MIR-implemented Hilbert transform, shown here for "Pattern 3" (from \[[@pone.0172454.ref044]\]).\
Since the MIR toolbox makes use of time-domain filtering, envelopes are smooth and frequency spectra differ from those obtained from the Matlab Hilbert transform. The most obvious discrepancy is at 2.5 Hz, where there is no energy in the spectrum obtained using the Matlab *Hilbert* function.](pone.0172454.g003){#pone.0172454.g003}

![Beat perception does not depend on amplitudes at beat-related frequencies in stimulus spectra.\
**A.** Examples of simple (left column) and complex (right column) rhythms used in Experiment 2a shown together with amplitude spectra. Top: 50-ms tones with 10-ms onset/offset ramps; Middle: 200-ms tones with 10-ms onset/offset ramps; Bottom: 200-ms tones with 100-ms onset/offset ramps. Note the changes to the amplitude spectra that result from changing acoustic stimulus features even for the same onset pattern. **B.** Beat strength ratings did not change as a function of tone duration (top) or onset/offset ramp duration (bottom) despite their different amplitude spectra. Beat strength ratings did depend on onset pattern (i.e., whether the rhythm was simple or complex, shown in color). **C.** Beat strength ratings were not significantly correlated with amplitudes at beat-related frequencies 1.25 Hz (top), 2.5 Hz (middle), or 5 Hz (bottom) for any rhythm type (colors same as B). Fisher z-transformed correlation coefficients averaged across participants are shown with standard error of the mean and were not significantly different from zero.](pone.0172454.g004){#pone.0172454.g004}

Results and discussion {#sec004}
----------------------

The amplitudes at every beat-related frequency in the stimulus spectrum varied depending on both the duration of the tones making up the rhythms ([Fig 2B](#pone.0172454.g002){ref-type="fig"}, shown for 10-ms onset ramp only) and the duration of the linear onset/offset ramps gating each tone onset ([Fig 2C](#pone.0172454.g002){ref-type="fig"}, shown for 200-ms tones only; the results for all combinations of tone duration and onset/offset ramp duration are presented in the Supporting Information [S1 Fig](#pone.0172454.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, the function relating amplitudes to tone duration and onset/offset ramp duration was different for each beat-related frequency. For example, while 1.25-Hz amplitude increased linearly with tone duration, 5-Hz amplitude was related to tone duration by a quadratic function, with peak amplitudes observed for tone durations of about 100 ms. Moreover, the precise function relating spectral amplitude to tone duration or onset/offset ramp duration also depended on the specific rhythm.

The implication is this: enhancement of neural responses at beat- and meter-related frequencies may be harder (easier) to observe when rhythms already have high (low) energy in the stimulus spectrum at beat- and meter-related frequencies simply because of the acoustic properties of the tones making up the rhythm--and not necessarily because of the strength of the beat percept. Take for example Pattern 1: XooXXXoXXXoX, where 'X' corresponds to a tone and 'o' to a silence. If this rhythm is composed of 50-ms tones with 10-ms onset/offset ramps, 1.25-Hz spectral amplitude is 0.105. If the same rhythm is composed of 200-ms tones with 10-ms onset/offset ramps, 1.25-Hz spectral power is 0.455 (Supporting Information [S1 Fig](#pone.0172454.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, two rhythms with statistically identical perceived beat strengths (as demonstrated by our behavioral Experiment 2a) are characterized by a three-fold discrepancy in spectral amplitude at 1.25 Hz (a beat- and meter-related frequency). This discrepancy may make it difficult for a relative neural enhancement to be observed (in the case of high stimulus amplitude), or easier (in the case of low stimulus amplitude).

It is of course possible (as brought to our attention by a reviewer) neural spectra will mimic stimulus spectra, and thus are dependent on acoustic properties. Neural amplitudes at beat- and meter-related frequencies would then be enhanced over and above the relative amplitudes in the stimulus spectra. Our argument is that this neural enhancement may not be equally likely to be observed in two cases with a three-fold difference in spectral amplitude at a beat- and meter-related frequency based on the stimulus spectrum alone, and if true, neural enhancement (with respect to the stimulus spectrum) may not be a valid metric to infer beat perception.

One subtle but critical difference between the current stimulus analysis and that of \[[@pone.0172454.ref044]\] is that we used the standard Matlab *hilbert* function to generate stimulus envelopes, rather than the Hilbert transform as implemented in the MIR Toolbox, which applies a time-domain filter before applying the transformation (an IIR filter with a low-pass cutoff of 50 Hz; \[[@pone.0172454.ref056]\]). For this reason, the two techniques yielded different results in the frequency domain for identical stimuli ([Fig 3](#pone.0172454.g003){ref-type="fig"}), so we evaluated the consequences of comparing neural responses to stimulus envelopes calculated by the MIR toolbox versus the Matlab *Hilbert* function. We found that across all beat- and non-beat-related frequencies, the statistical outcomes disagreed for the two preprocessing pipelines 38.2% of the time. That is, based on the two methods for analyzing the stimuli, the stimulus--brain comparison led to the same statistical outcomes (in terms of significance and direction of that significance) for only 61.8% of comparisons. For 26.5% of comparisons, the two techniques disagreed in terms of statistical significance (one pipeline lead to significance while the other did not), and for 11.8% of comparisons the two pipelines lead to opposite, but statistically significant, conclusions regarding neural enhancement. We confirmed these results by inspecting only beat- and meter-related frequencies, and found that the results of the MIR-preprocessed were incorrect almost half of the time (45.4% of comparisons: 31.8% of all comparisons disagreed in terms of significance, and 13.6% led to significance in the wrong direction).

To summarize, frequency-domain representations of stimulus envelopes (i.e., stimulus spectra) are sensitive to acoustic features of the individual tones making up the rhythms (i.e., tone duration, onset/offset ramp duration), as well as the preprocessing stages used to obtain the envelope (i.e., time-domain filtering as implemented in the MIR Toolbox). In turn, direct comparisons between stimulus and brain, proposed to yield evidence for neural resonance at beat-related frequencies and a neural marker of beat perception \[[@pone.0172454.ref044]\], also depend on acoustic stimulus features. We caution against using this approach to infer the presence of neural resonance, because amplitudes at beat-related frequencies vary widely as a function of tone duration or onset/offset duration ([Fig 2](#pone.0172454.g002){ref-type="fig"}), but these acoustic stimulus features are not expected to impact beat perception. The behavioral experiments we report next directly address this claim.

Experiment 2: Dissociating stimulus spectra from beat perception {#sec005}
================================================================

We are arguing that directly comparing amplitudes at beat-related frequencies from stimulus spectra to those from neural spectra to infer the presence of neural resonance is unlikely to be valid. We have shown that amplitudes at beat-related frequencies in stimulus spectra vary depending on acoustic stimulus features, here the duration of the tones and onset/offset ramps. However, we have explicitly assumed that changes to these acoustic stimulus features do not affect beat perception, thus dissociating stimulus spectra from behavior. Here, we tested this assumption by having participants rate the perceived beat strength of either rhythms composed of different tone types, but whose perceived beat strength we expected to be the same (Experiment 2a) or rhythms with identical stimulus spectra, but whose perceived beat strength we expected to be different (Experiment 2b). We expected to observe a dissociation between stimulus spectra and perceived beat strength, which would further support our argument that comparing stimulus spectra directly to neural spectra will not inform us about the neural correlates of beat perception.

General methods {#sec006}
---------------

### Participants {#sec007}

18 individuals (11 female, mean age = 21.9 years, SD = 1.75 years) with self-reported normal hearing participated in Experiments 2a and 2b. Participants had between 0 and 25 years of musical training (M = 6.6 years, SD = 7.2 years), and 5 were currently practicing music. Because of a technical problem, two participants were not able to participate in Experiment 2a (making a final sample size of n = 16 for Experiment 2a and n = 18 for Experiment 2b). Written informed consent was obtained from each participant prior to participation. Participants were paid \$10 for their time. The University of Western Ontario's Non-Medical Research Ethics Board approved all procedures.

### Procedure {#sec008}

Participants were presented with a single rhythm on each trial, and were asked to rate the strength of the perceived beat on a scale ranging from 1 (Very weak beat) to 9 (Very strong beat) using the number keys on the laptop keyboard. They were instructed to make their ratings based on how easily they thought they would be able to tap the beat (but were instructed not to move). We have favored asking participants to rate the perceived beat strength over, for example, asking participants to tap the beat along with each rhythm. Most importantly, given our interest in beat perception, and not beat production, asking participants to rate beat strength is preferable, as tapping actually *alter* beat perception, for example, strengthening the perceived beat in a complex rhythm \[[@pone.0172454.ref022]\]. Furthermore, finger-tapping data are often inherently difficult to interpret given different preferred tapping frequencies and some individuals' inability to tap stably (e.g., \[[@pone.0172454.ref044]\], [Fig 1](#pone.0172454.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Using our rating measure, we've shown a robust difference between simple and complex rhythms, whose beat strengths we have validated using counterevidence scores (C-scores) taken from the Povel and Essens model \[[@pone.0172454.ref006]\]. We would thus like to suggest that our rating measure is a direct index of beat perception.

Stimuli were presented over Sennheiser HD 280 Pro headphones at a comfortable listening level to participants seated in a sound-attenuated booth. The Psychophysics Toolbox \[[@pone.0172454.ref057]--[@pone.0172454.ref059]\] for Matlab running on a Dell Precision M4600 laptop running Windows 7 Professional controlled stimulus presentation and response collection; universal ASIO sound driver was installed. The entire experiment took approximately one hour (Experiment 2a: 45 minutes, Experiment 2b: 5 minutes).

### Effect size {#sec009}

We report effect size as r~equivalent~ (r~e~) for single-df tests and partial η^2^ (η^2^~p~) for main effects and interactions with more than one degree of freedom corresponding to the effect of interest \[[@pone.0172454.ref060]\].

Experiment 2a: Methods {#sec010}
----------------------

### Stimuli {#sec011}

Stimuli were 35 unique rhythms of three types: a) 15 "simple" rhythms, b) 15 "complex" rhythms, and c) Pattern 1--5 from Experiment 1. Simple and complex rhythms were based on those used in previous work \[[@pone.0172454.ref061]\]. Simple rhythms were composed of intervals related by integer ratios (1:2:3:4), and had a regular grouping of intervals that resulted in event onsets always being present at "on-beat" locations given a quadruple meter (i.e., at every fourth location starting from the first location). Simple rhythms thus induced a relatively strong sense of a beat. Complex rhythms were also composed of intervals related by integer ratios, but intervals were grouped irregularly and thus did not induce a strong beat percept.

Simple rhythms were created by combining individual 4-unit measures, each of which contained between one and four intervals, as in \[[@pone.0172454.ref061]\]. The possible interval patterns in a measure were: 1-1-1-1, 1-1-2, 2-1-1, 1-2-1, 2--2, 1--3, 3--1, and 4. Measures occurred with probabilities estimated from \[[@pone.0172454.ref061]\]. Simple rhythms comprised 4 measures. Individual measures with interval structures 1--3 and 1-2-1 never occurred in the first two measures of the simple rhythm and no neighboring measures had the same interval structure. Complex rhythms were created by shuffling the individual intervals making up each simple rhythm ([Fig 5A](#pone.0172454.g005){ref-type="fig"}). For complex rhythms, events occurred at maximally 33% of on-beat locations (i.e., at every fourth position starting with the first). Moreover, no more than two "simple" measures could occur consecutively in the complex rhythm. Simple rhythms, complex rhythms, and Pattern 1--5 were looped twice so that they lasted 6.4 seconds (4.8 seconds for three Patterns 1, 3, and 4 from \[[@pone.0172454.ref044]\]). We confirmed differences in model-based estimates of beat strength between our simple and complex rhythms using counterevidence scores from the Povel & Essens model \[[@pone.0172454.ref006]\] calculated for the 6.4-s rhythms (simple: C = 0 ± 2; complex: C = 24 ± 2; Pattern 1--5: C = 0 ± 0.5; median ± interquartile range, IQR). Counterevidence scores quantify the degree to which a rhythm conflicts with a specific metrical interpretation, and can thus be interpreted as a measure of metric complexity. Low C-scores indicate simple rhythms, and high C-scores indicate complex rhythms. Simple rhythms and Pattern 1--5 did not differ with respect to counterevidence scores (Mann--Whitney U test: z = 0.49, p = .62, r~e~ = .12) but, as expected, both types of rhythms had significantly less counterevidence than complex rhythms (vs. simple: z = 3.50, p \< .001, r~e~ = .76; vs. complex: z = 4.85, p \< .001, r~e~ = .71).

![Beat perception differs for rhythms with identical frequency-domain representations.\
**A.** By rotating simple rhythms (i.e., playing them starting from a different point in the sequence), we created two version of rhythms with numerically identical frequency-domain representations. **B.** Beat strength ratings differed significantly between original and rotated rhythms. Individual participant data are shown in gray, and mean data are overlaid in black.](pone.0172454.g005){#pone.0172454.g005}

All rhythms were presented at a base rate of 5 Hz (i.e., the shortest possible inter-onset interval was 200 ms). Each rhythm was presented 8 times throughout the experiment, taking on 4 tone durations (50, 100, 150, 200 ms; onset/offset ramp duration was fixed at 10 ms) and 4 onset/offset ramp durations (10, 40, 70, 100 ms; tone duration was fixed at 200 ms). Thus, each participant responded to a total of 280 rhythms (35 rhythms × 4 tone durations + 35 rhythms × 4 onset/offset ramp durations).

### Data analysis {#sec012}

To assess the effects of acoustic stimulus features (and thus the resulting variations in stimulus spectra) on beat perception, we conducted two separate 3 (Rhythm type: simple, complex, Pattern 1--5) × 4 (Tone duration: 50, 100, 150, 200 ms; or Onset/offset ramp duration: 10, 40, 70, 100 ms) repeated-measures ANOVAs on beat-strength ratings. Degrees of freedom were adjusted according to the Greenhouse-Geiser correction when sphericity was violated. Moreover, we conducted a correlation analysis to further address whether the amplitudes at beat-related frequencies in the stimulus FFT would predict beat perception. Within each rhythm type category, separately for each participant, we calculated a Pearson correlation between the amplitudes at beat-related frequencies in the stimulus spectra (1.25, 2.5, and 5 Hz) with behavioral ratings of beat strength. In order to rule out the possibility that amplitudes at beat-related frequencies in the stimulus spectra predicted behavioral ratings of beat strength for a specific, fixed combination of acoustic features, we calculated the same correlations separately for every unique combination of tone duration and onset/offset ramp duration. Correlation coefficients were Fisher z-transformed and tested against zero across participants. False discovery rate (FDR) correction \[[@pone.0172454.ref062], [@pone.0172454.ref063]\] was applied to compensate for multiple comparisons (α~FDR~ = .05).

Results and discussion {#sec013}
----------------------

We predicted that beat strength ratings would depend on the rhythms' onset structure (i.e., whether they were simple or complex), but would not depend on the acoustic features of the tones making up each rhythm. For the ANOVA testing the effects of tone duration ([Fig 4B](#pone.0172454.g004){ref-type="fig"}), we observed a significant main effect of Rhythm type (F(2,30) = 15.71, p \< .001, η^2^~p~ = .51). Complex rhythms were rated as having a weaker beat than simple rhythms (t(15) = 4.44, p \< .001, r~e~ = .75) and Pattern 1--5 (t(15) = 4.74, p \< .001, r~e~ = .77). The latter two rhythm types did not differ from each other in terms of perceived beat strength (t(15) = --0.33, p = .75, r~e~ = .08). Neither the main effect of Tone duration (F(3,45) = 1.83, p .16, η^2^~p~ = .11) nor the Rhythm type × Tone duration interaction (F(3.37,50.60) = 1.51, p = .09, η^2^~p~ = .09) reached significance.

For the ANOVA testing the effects of onset/offset ramp duration ([Fig 4B](#pone.0172454.g004){ref-type="fig"}), the main effect of Rhythm type was significant (F(2,30) = 15.65, p \< .001, η^2^~p~ = .51). Again, complex rhythms were rated as having a weaker beat than either simple rhythms (t(15) = 4.45, p \< .001, r~e~ = .75) or Pattern 1--5 (t(15) = 4.70, p \< .001, r~e~ = .77). The latter two rhythm types did not differ significantly from each other in terms of perceived beat strength (t(15) = --0.05, p = .97, r~e~ = .01). Neither the main effect of Onset/offset ramp duration (F(1.35,20.28) = 2.83, p = .10, η^2^~p~ = .16) nor the Rhythm type × Onset/offset ramp duration interaction (F(6,90) = 0.86, p = .53, η^2^~p~ = .05) reached significance.

Within each rhythm type, we also calculated correlations between beat strength ratings and the amplitudes at the beat-related frequencies (i.e., 1.25, 2.5, and 5 Hz) obtained from the stimulus spectra separately for each participant, and then tested the Fisher z-transformed correlation coefficients against zero. After correcting for multiple comparisons (9 tests), none of the correlations reached significance (adjusted p~FDR~ ≥ .07, [Fig 5C](#pone.0172454.g005){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that amplitudes of the peaks at beat-related frequencies in the stimulus spectra had no consistent relationship to ratings of beat strength. This was also true when we calculated the correlations for specific, fixed combinations of tone duration and onset/offset ramp duration (p~FDR~ ≥ .08).

Thus, although we changed the frequency-domain representations of the rhythms that participants heard ([Fig 4A](#pone.0172454.g004){ref-type="fig"}), the acoustic manipulations we used to bring about these changes did not affect perceived beat strength. Moreover, a more sensitive correlational test of the relation between stimulus amplitude peaks at beat-related frequencies and perceived beat strength also revealed numerically very small and nonsignificant correlations. Instead, perceived beat strength was strongly driven by the onset structure of the rhythms; simple rhythms (designed to have a strong sense of beat) were, as expected, perceived as having a significantly stronger beat than complex rhythms (designed to have a weak sense of beat).

Experiment 2b: Methods {#sec014}
----------------------

### Stimuli {#sec015}

Stimuli were 15 4-measure simple rhythms (not the same set as Experiment 2a) plus Pattern 1--5 (from \[[@pone.0172454.ref044]\]), which were either 3 (Patterns 1, 3, 4) or 4 measures long (Patterns 2, 5). Based on the results of Experiment 2a, we treated simple rhythms and Pattern 1--5 as a single category. "Rotated" versions of each simple rhythm were created by shifting the starting position of the rhythm to a different tone. The new starting position for each rhythm was chosen to maximize counterevidence scores for the rotated versions of the rhythms \[[@pone.0172454.ref006]\]; original: C = 1 ± 1; rotated: C = 12 ± 1, median ± IQR; Wilcoxon sign-rank test: W = 120, p \< .001, r~e~ = .76), and thus likely minimize perceived beat strength. We chose this manipulation because the FFT assumes circularity in the time-series data, which means that it is insensitive to the starting position within the rhythm. We thus tested whether two versions of the same rhythm (i.e., original and rotated) can be perceived differently in terms of beat strength despite having numerically identical stimulus spectra ([Fig 5](#pone.0172454.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

All rhythms were presented at a base rate of 5 Hz (i.e., the shortest possible inter-onset interval was 200 ms) and were composed of 990-Hz sine tones. Rhythms were not repeated; 3-measure rhythms lasted 2.4 s and 4-measure rhythms lasted 3.2 s. Each of the 40 unique rhythms (20 original, 20 rotated) was presented once. The experiment lasted approximately 5 minutes.

### Data analysis {#sec016}

A paired-samples t-test was performed on beat strength ratings for original compared to rotated rhythm versions.

Results and discussion {#sec017}
----------------------

Beat strength ratings were significantly larger for original compared to rotated versions of the same rhythms (t(17) = 3.80, p = .001, r~e~ = .66, [Fig 5](#pone.0172454.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, although the frequency-domain representations were numerically identical for the two rhythm types, the strength of the perceived beat differed between them.

General discussion {#sec018}
==================

In the current paper, we have demonstrated that 1) amplitudes at beat-related frequencies in the stimulus spectrum change depending on the acoustic stimulus features of the tones making up the rhythms (i.e., tone duration, onset/offset ramp duration); 2) these changes in the stimulus spectrum do not give rise to changes in beat perception; and 3) rhythms with identical stimulus spectra can nonetheless be perceived differently with respect to beat strength. The empirical results confirm a long-standing assumption in the literature that the acoustic features of tones making up the rhythm should have little consequence for beat perception. We hope that this work provides a convincing demonstration that the stimulus envelope and strength of the beat perception are dissociable, and thus caution should be exercised when using direct stimulus--brain comparisons to make inferences about beat perception.

Beat perception has been studied using myriad tone types to compose rhythm stimuli, for example, filled intervals and sine tones \[[@pone.0172454.ref019], [@pone.0172454.ref061]\]; empty intervals and sine tones \[[@pone.0172454.ref017], [@pone.0172454.ref064]\]; noise bursts \[[@pone.0172454.ref065]\], naturalistic drum sounds \[[@pone.0172454.ref018], [@pone.0172454.ref066]\]; woodblocks \[[@pone.0172454.ref067], [@pone.0172454.ref068]\]; musical pieces \[[@pone.0172454.ref012], [@pone.0172454.ref015]\]. Aggregating findings across the literature suggests that the acoustic features of the tones should have little to do with beat perception. Here, we systematically tested this by varying the tone duration and onset/offset ramp duration of sine tones composing simple and complex rhythms. As expected, simple rhythms were perceived as having a stronger beat than complex rhythms. Critically, manipulations of the acoustic features of tones did not affect perceived beat strength. Moreover, we generated a situation in which two rhythms (one that was simply a rotated version of the other) had numerically identical frequency-domain representations, but evoked different beat strength percepts. Overall, we have demonstrated that the strength of a perceived beat is not predictable from a rhythm's stimulus spectrum.

Our stimulus analysis focused on the five rhythms used in \[[@pone.0172454.ref044]\]. In the cited study, participants listened to repeating three- or four-measure rhythms while EEG was measured. The rhythms were all "simple", which we confirmed here using counterevidence scores \[[@pone.0172454.ref006]\], and were thus likely to induce a strong sense of beat. Frequency-domain representations of EEG responses to the rhythms (neural amplitude spectra) were compared directly to frequency-domain representations of the rhythms themselves (stimulus amplitude spectra). When the (z-scored) magnitude of the neural response at a particular frequency was found to exceed the (z-scored) magnitude of the stimulus peak at the same frequency, the authors concluded that that frequency was enhanced in the neural response. In turn, the authors \[[@pone.0172454.ref044]\]{Nozaradan, 2016 \#1343} suggested that enhanced peaks at beat-related frequencies reflect entrainment of a nonlinear oscillator by a stimulus rhythm and provide empirical support for neural resonance as a substrate of beat perception \[[@pone.0172454.ref009]\].

In light of the positive response of the scientific community to this version of the frequency-tagging approach \[[@pone.0172454.ref035]--[@pone.0172454.ref040]\], we would like to suggest caution in the interpretation of these findings. Here, we showed that the shape of the frequency-domain representation of a rhythm, including the relative amplitudes at beat-related frequencies, changes with alterations to the acoustic properties of the tones making up the rhythm ([Fig 2](#pone.0172454.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S1 Fig](#pone.0172454.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; here, tone duration and onset/offset ramp duration). This is because any changes to the time-domain envelope translate to changes in the frequency-domain representation \[[@pone.0172454.ref055]\]. For this reason, frequency-domain representations are also dependent on pre-processing steps applied to the time-domain envelope. For example, the built-in filtering applied by the MIR Toolbox \[[@pone.0172454.ref056]\] naturally led to different frequency-domain representations than the Matlab *hilbert* function applied without filtering. We estimated that, for beat- and meter-related frequencies, the method employed by the authors \[[@pone.0172454.ref044]\] would have resulted in incorrect statistical conclusions about half of the time. Taking these observations together, we suggest being cautious in the interpretation of direct frequency-domain stimulus--brain comparisons.

It is important to note that we are specifically arguing against the practice of directly comparing frequency-domain representations of stimulus rhythms and neural responses. We are not diminishing the practice of examining neural responses in the frequency domain, per se. Indeed, the demonstration of enhanced neural responses at a frequency corresponding to an *imagined* accent structure during listening to a metronome is extremely convincing regarding the utility of this approach \[[@pone.0172454.ref041]\]. Similarly, interactions between entrained auditory and motor responses during finger tapping to the beat have been demonstrated using a version of the frequency-tagging approach that does not entail direct stimulus--brain comparisons \[[@pone.0172454.ref016]\]. Moreover, we are not dismissing the hypothesis that neural resonance resulting from entrainment of a nonlinear oscillator(s) underlies beat perception \[[@pone.0172454.ref009], [@pone.0172454.ref023]\]. However, we would like to suggest that the way forward involves coupling EEG measures of entrainment to *behavior*, for example using 1) paradigms that provide a window into the advantages of picking up on regularity in nonisochronous stimuli (i.e., a "beat-based advantage"; \[[@pone.0172454.ref061]\]), or 2) interaction designs that can reveal differences between rhythm types (e.g., simple vs. complex; \[[@pone.0172454.ref061], [@pone.0172454.ref069]\]), participant groups (e.g., good vs. poor beat perceivers, musicians vs. nonmusicians, stutters vs. controls; \[[@pone.0172454.ref017], [@pone.0172454.ref070]--[@pone.0172454.ref072]\]), or cognitive demands (e.g., single- vs. dual-task; \[[@pone.0172454.ref073], [@pone.0172454.ref074]\]). Given the arguments outlined in the General Methods, we are envisioning work making use of non-finger-tapping behavioral paradigms.

To conclude, frequency-domain representations of rhythm envelopes depend strongly on acoustic features of the tones making up the rhythms (e.g., tone duration, onset/offset ramp duration) and preprocessing steps applied in the time domain (e.g., filtering). Moreover, changes to acoustic features and subsequent changes to amplitudes at beat-related frequencies in stimulus spectra do not affect modulations of perceived beat strength. Conversely, perceived beat strength can be different for rhythms with numerically identical frequency-domain representations. We emphasize caution in interpreting direct comparisons between stimulus rhythms and brain signals in the frequency domain, and suggest that a more fruitful approach to studying neural correlates of beat perception is to relate frequency-domain features of neural responses to rhythms to behavior and to examine modulations thereof under different experimental conditions.

Supporting information {#sec019}
======================

###### Frequency-domain amplitudes at beat-related frequencies plotted for all combinations of tone duration (y-axis) and onset/offset ramp duration (x-axis), shown separately for Pattern 1--5.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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